
We are aware that many of our clients and
many employers have been challenged by
drought, bushfires, and now the COVID-19
pandemic.
 

In this newsletter we highlight government
initiatives in the context of a challenged economy,
declining unemployment, and the decisions taken
by many organisations and boards to reduce
salaries during the period of the pandemic crisis.
 

We also include an article addressing the
challenges which we believe many of our clients
will be facing in preparing for the mid-2020 review
of fixed remuneration and incentive structures.
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Superannuation in the Spotlight
In late March the government

introduced initiatives to both assist

current retirees and those in the

workforce, either unemployed or

underemployed, as a result of the

pandemic.

The government offered support for Australians

who have been laid off or were forfeiting 20% or

more of their wages as a result of the pandemic

enabling them to withdraw up to $20,000 from

their superannuation fund in two instalments, half

in the 2020 financial year and half in the 2021

financial year. 
 

It was reported that Australian Super, the nation’s

largest fund, anticipated that up to 300,000 of its

2.2 million members were likely to take advantage

of this proposal.
 

At the time of publishing this article, 456,000

individuals have been approved to access $3.8

million of their superannuation savings.
 

It was also acknowledged that this initiative may

have a variable impact on superannuation funds

subject to their liquidity constraints arising from

lower contributions as unemployment rises and as

members switch their investment options and

minimise their exposure to illiquid assets.
 

Also at the time of the above announcement, the

government legislated default minimum

drawdowns, halving the minimum pension

withdrawals in the current volatile equity market.
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The government also revealed that where

pensioners had progressively drawn beyond the

new minimum, there was no further requirement

for drawing down on their pension account for the

balance of the current financial year.
 

There were different provisions for those in

transition to retirement and those in receipt of a

complying lifetime or life expectancy or flexi-

pension where draw downs were determined by an

actuary.
 

A recent article by David Bell published by

FirstLinks ,  a Morning Star company, will add

further clarity to the government’s initiatives. 
 

We noted in the last week that in an article

featured in the Sydney Morning Herald ,  Tony

Shepherd suggested providing workers with an

income boost to the tune of $100 million by

turning superannuation guarantee payments into a

pay rise to keep the economy afloat without

impacting on the deficit.  His proposal as 

 

published in the Sydney Morning

Herald on 9 April was every wage

and salary earner be given the

choice to receive their 9.5%

superannuation contribution in their

pay packet for a six month period.
 

In the same article it was noted that

a spokesman for the Treasurer said

this was not a policy that was being

considered by the government and

had also been rejected by the

Superannuation Industry.
 

In Egan Associates’ view, the

government could consider allowing

working individuals to reduce their

current superannuation contri-

butions by up to 50% in the final

quarter of the 2020 financial year

and for the 2021 financial year. This

would be particularly helpful in

circumstances where individuals’

(family’s) annual salaries were

reduced by their employers

providing further cash to enable

them to manage living costs during

the coming fifteen months.  

Superannuation in the Spotlight (cont'd)
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The default minimum drawdowns are particularly

attractive for older pensioners as highlighted in

the following table:
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Wage adjustments have traditionally had primary

regard to inflation, economic growth including

the level of employment and unemployment, and

employers’ capacity to pay as well as prevailing

taxation and other costs imposed by government

and regulators.
 

In recent years the Fair Work Commission has

progressively increased the minimum wage which

has had a flow-on impact through Award wages

then to management and executive reward.  
 

Effect ive  July  2019 the Fai r  Work Commission

increased the minimum wage by 3%.    At  that

t ime unemployment  was steady at  5 .2%,

underemployment  and underut i l isat ion rates

stood at  8 .3% and 13.5% respect ive ly  for  the
 

2020 Minimum Wage
Decision

The Fair Work

Commission, as in prior

years, has received a

number of submissions in

relation to the 2020

Minimum Wage Decision.
 

The issues impacting on

the traditional mid-year

review of the minimum

wage as will be observed

are profound and will

impact on all communi-

ties across Australia.

P A G E  4

year to June 2019.
 

Following the 2019 decision by the

FWC, the hourly rate was

established at $19.49 or

$38,521.60 per annum. The

minimum  wage represents around

53.7% of the estimated full-time

median weekly earnings ($1,380 

.../5
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deterrent to an increase in the

minimum wage and awards.
 

They propose that on the contrary,

the minimum wage increase would

both provide a stimulus and offer

long term certainty in regard to

income flows, especially for the

least well paid.

2020 Minimum Wage Decision (Cont'd)
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per week (ABS August 2019).
 

Full-time adult average weekly earnings had

increased by 2.7% to the year ending May 2019,

with employees in the mining industry receiving

the highest average weekly earnings while

concurrently unions in the Construction, Forestry,

Mining and Energy sectors were pursuing a 5%

pay increase for an indefinite period.
 

Set out below are extracts from submissions by

the Australian Government, the National Farmers’

Federation, the Australian Retailers Association,

the Australian Council of Trade Unions, the

Restaurant and Catering Industry Association, and

the Australian Industry Group (www.fwc.gov.au

Annual Wage Review 2019-20).
 

We note that the majority of State governments

have also made submissions.

T h e  A u s t r a l i a n  C o u n c i l  o f  T r a d e
U n i o n s '  S u b m i s s i o n

The submission of the Australian Council of Trade

Unions (“ACTU”), the peak body for Australian

unions, retains its traditional comprehensive

compilation of data representing 2,000,000

working individuals across all industries,   it is

seeking a uniform percentage increase to the

minimum wage and modern award minimum

wages of 4%.
 

The ACTU state in their submission that the

current economic environment and the uncertainty

surrounding how it progresses should not be a

Their submission, drawing on

recent data on award reliance,

reveals that more than one in five

employed persons nationally are

paid at the lowest wage that they

may legally be paid.
 

In this context, they observe that

decisions by FWC constitute not

only a safety net but, by definition,

.../6 
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stance, the government highlighted

a number of contemporary

measures being used to boost the

economy in the current pandemic

setting.
 

The government’s submission also

revealed that wage growth as

measured by the Wage Price Index 

2020 Minimum Wage Decision (Cont'd)
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also a cap and reveal in that context that the

panel’s decision must inform what constitutes a

fair and relevant safety net.
 

They comment in their submission that over the

past five years real unit labour costs have fallen

while company profits’ growth has far exceeded

the growth in wages, though acknowledge recent

poorer profit disclosures are, in their view, related

to the decline in consumption growth which itself

is the natural consequence of modest wage

growth.
 

They also reveal that the minimum wage as a

proportion of both median earnings and average

earnings was 0.5% lower in 2019 than it was in

2009 at the beginning of the global financial crisis

and the minimum wage freeze implemented under

WorkChoices legislation.

We note in the government submission that in

2018 up to 21% of Australian employees, or 2.2

million, received pay under an award.
 

The government indicates the award reliance by

industry sector (page 5), with the highest

dependence being in Accommodation, Food

Services, Administrative and Support Services and

the least dependent being in Information, Media

and Telecommunications, Financial and Insurance

Services, Electricity, Gas, Water, Waste Services,

and Mining.
 

In acknowledging the current economic circum-

had been materially lower than the

panel’s 2019 decision, growing at

2.2% through the year to the

December 2019 quarter.
 

Their submission also revealed

that bushfires had a significant

negative environmental, social and

economic impact which is likely to

be revealed through lower house-

.../7
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highlights the requirement for the

Panel to take into account a range

of considerations, in particular the

performance and competitiveness

of the national economy, including

productivity, business competit-

iveness and viability, inflation and

employment growth.
 

In that context this provides the 

2020 Minimum Wage Decision (Cont'd)
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household consumption and tourism.
 

Their submission revealed that the ABS labour

force data suggest that the Australian labour

market, prior to the pandemic, had been resilient

though equally revealed that COVID-19 will have a

substantial negative impact on global and

domestic economic growth and labour market

activity in Australia going forward.
 

While acknowledging that the unemployment rate

in Australia stood at 5.1% in February 2020, they

revealed that the current global response to the

pandemic is likely to have a dramatic impact on

the near-term increase in unemployment, though

equally acknowledge the criticality of keeping

Australians at work.
 

Their submission identifies research which

reveals that increases to minimum wages have a

greater impact on employment opportunities for

youth.
 

According to the Australian Government

submission, “The international evidence suggests

that the younger the worker the more at risk they

are from minimum wage increases and minimum

wages being set too high, which is why the

strongest adverse effects are generally found for

those aged under 20, especially those aged under

18" (Low Pay Commission, 2019, ap 36).
 

The government’s submission reveals that the Act

governing the minimum wage review process 

Commission with broad discretion

to determine fair minimum wages

by ordering an increase, decrease

or no change to minimum wages.
 

The government states that in light

of the rapidly evolving events, the

delay in the 2021 budget and the

significant challenges facing the 

.../8
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2020 Minimum Wage Decision (Cont'd)
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economy, make reliable, robust economy

forecasts problematic at this time.
 

The absence of such data will, in the

government’s view, clearly impact on the panel’s

ability to assess the performance and

competitiveness of the national economy

including productivity, business competitiveness 

A u s t r a l i a n  G o v e r n m e n t  S u b m i s s i o n
( C o n t ' d )

and viability, inflation and

employment growth as required by

the Act.

They state in particular that the

Panel should take a cautious

approach, prioritising the need to

keep Australians in jobs and to

maintain the viability of the

businesses, particularly small

businesses that provide those

jobs.                                          .../9

The Chart Above shows the number of

employees by method of setting pay and

whether they are low paid.  (ABS May 2018)
 

see: https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/wage-

reviews/2019-20/submissions/ausgov-sub-awr1920.pdf
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their submission given the current

economic uncertainty. They reveal

that in respect of the 2019

minimum wage increase they had

proposed 2%. 
 

AiG stated that an excessive

minimum wage increase can create

a significant risk of disemployment

and of adversely affecting the 

2020 Minimum Wage Decision (Cont'd)
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The government’s submission reveals there is

considerable uncertainty around the potential

economic implications of the pandemic for the

June quarter and beyond, and that the economic

shock will be significant.
 

At the time of making their submission, the

government also state that there is considerable

uncertainty around the magnitude of the increase

in the employment rate that will result.

employment opportunities of low

skilled and young workers.
 

AiG’s submission sets out

comprehensive economic and

employment data available in

March 2020.  They comment on

both private sector and public

sector wage growth in the final

quarter of 2019 and the Reserve

   .../10

 

A u s t r a l i a n  G o v e r n m e n t  S u b m i s s i o n
( C o n t ' d )

A u s t r a l i a n  I n d u s t r y  G r o u p

In their submission, the Australian Industry Group

(“AiG”) stated that the effects of the COVID-19

pandemic will affect every segment of the

economy in 2020.
 

In addition to reflecting on the impact of the

pandemic, they also acknowledge that the

bushfire crisis had a broad impact on economic

activity and in that context believe there is merit

in the Fair Work Commission delaying the annual

wage review. Accordingly they are recommending

a change in the timetable for the Annual Wage

Review, with no decision being handed down until

the Panel have considered the first quarter 2020

national accounts scheduled for release in June

2020.
 

Without having that knowledge, AiG have not

quantified a particular minimum wage increase in
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We further note in their submission

that retail is a key industry sector

for female workforce participation,

with over 55% of employees in the

sector being women.   It is also the

largest employer of young people

in Australia.
 

We note in their submission that

the ARA reveal that members 

2020 Minimum Wage Decision (Cont'd)
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Bank of Australia’s anticipated wage growth over

the 2020 and 2021 calendar years.
 

Their submission acknowledges a difference

between Treasury’s forecast and those of the RBA

and they provide interesting graphs including the

ABS’s Wage Price Index at December 2019 (page

23).
 

Their submission also highlights the fact that

OECD data confirms that Australia regained its

place as the country with the highest hourly

minimum wage in the world in 2018 when

calculated in constant US dollars at purchasing

power parity (PPP adjusts for differences in living

costs, inflation rates and exchange rates).  This

estimate did not include the minimum wage rise

of 3% in Australia from 1 July 2019.
 

Equally, in their research OECD estimates that

Australia ranks only seventh in relation to average

annual wages for full time employees, being

behind both the USA and a number of small

European countries.

consistently rank labour costs in

the top two issues of concern in

the retail sector.  In the current

environment it is widely

acknowledged that the nation’s

retailers face difficult operating

conditions, further aggravated by

the retail sector’s shift due to

globalisation toward the digital

economy.                                .../11

A u s t r a l i a n  I n d u s t r y  G r o u p  ( C o n t ' d )

A u s t r a l i a n  R e t a i l e r s  A s s o c i a t i o n

We note that the Australian Retailers Association

(“ARA”) comprises over 130,000 retail businesses

employing 1.3 million people, being Australia’s

largest private sector industry and second largest

employment sector overall after health.
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intensity and highly dependent

upon their employees, revealing

that any significant increase in

their wages will adversely affect

potential growth in an industry

which is sensitive to economic

prosperity.
 

While acknowledging that the 2019

Minimum Wage was increased by

3%, they reflect on their proposal

2020 Minimum Wage Decision (Cont'd)
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In their submission, ARA strongly recommend that

the FWC panel defer any decision on the minimum

wage until after the March quarter 2020 GDP

figures are available, with any subsequent

decision to increase the minimum wage to be

limited to the rate of the CPI growth over the

preceding twelve months or less. 
 

In their submission, ARA believe that such a

position is responsible, realistic and reasonable.
 

Based on ARA’s perspective at the time of their

submission, they foreshadowed an increase in the

NMW of $13.33 per week to $754.13 per 38-hour

week.
 

This position reflects ARA’s consideration of

economic risks and the state of the economy

whilst assessing the capacity of the retail sector

to pay.
 

They set out the foundation for their

recommendation in their submission.

for that increase to be 1%,

primarily predicated on the

cumulative effect of the prior four

year increases to the minimum

wage.
 

Their submission has comment

unique to their industry reflecting

on junior employee wages, the

importance of apprentices and                 

A u s t r a l i a n  R e t a i l e r s  A s s o c i a t i o n
( C o n t ' d )

R e s t a u r a n t  a n d  C a t e r i n g  I n d u s t r y
A s s o c i a t i o n

We note in the submission by the Restaurant and

Catering Industry Association (“R&CA”) to the

2019/20 review that the majority of employers in

the sector are small businesses employing 19

people or less.
 

They also reveal that the sector is low in capital
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The NFF state that these factors

have contributed to an

environment of deep uncertainty

and created additional and

compounding financial pressures

that have left many farm

businesses highly vulnerable to

further disruption.
 

They further reveal that workforce

2020 Minimum Wage Decision (Cont'd)
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trainees, the significance of casual employees

and the cost associated with casual loadings.

With that background they reflect on the current

economic context and COVID-19 and the

industry’s challenge, R&CA has advocated a

twelve-month freeze to any changes to the

modern award wage and the minimum wage.
 

In their view it would be unreasonable in the

current circumstance for the modern award wages

and the national minimum wage to be increased,

which would adversely affect small and medium

sized businesses in the current climate.

costs make up a significant

proportion of total expenditure for

agricultural businesses, identifying

horticultural producers as those

where labour expenses account for

up to 70% of production costs.
 

In their submission, the NFF have

.../13

N a t i o n a l  F a r m e r s '  F e d e r a t i o n

We note in their submission, the National Farmers’

Federation (“NFF”) reveal that farming employs

approximately 230,000 Australians with the

agricultural sector providing the vast majority of

the nation’s domestically consumed food and

fibre.
 

Their submission reveals that Australian farms

currently face serious adverse conditions that

threaten productivity and business sustainability,

including market conditions, faltering economic

growth, an unprecedented series of social and

environmental crises. 
 

They highlight the ongoing drought, bushfires and

the unfolding COVID-19 pandemic.

R e s t a u r a n t  a n d  C a t e r i n g  I n d u s t r y
A s s o c i a t i o n  ( C o n t ' d )
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In considering potential outcomes

in the current setting, we note that

during the global financial crisis

after increasing the minimum wage

in 2008 by approximately 4.1%, in

their 2009 Review the Fair Pay 

2020 Minimum Wage Decision (Cont'd)
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called for the current minimum wage level to be

maintained in order to minimise the financial

pressure on agricultural businesses.
 

The NFF’s submission highlights the criticality of

maintaining a viable agricultural sector with

public policy conditions that foster growth and

productivity and, in that context, comment that

Australian minimum wages are very high by

international standards though in parallel

recognise the nation’s general standard of living

which is of benefit to the sector’s employees.
 

The NFF acknowledge that the minimum wage is a

significant instrument in the pursuit of social

equity objectives though quote Professor John

Freebairn from the University of Melbourne, that

“modern Australia with its progressive income tax

and social security systems has more direct and

effective instruments to address society equity

objectives than the minimum wage instrument”. 
 

The NFF’s submission highlights economic growth

movement over an extended number of years and

the key pressures on the agricultural sector.
 

In light of less than favourable conditions

operating in the sector, together with the RBA’s

most recent quarterly assessment, the NFF have

recommended that the minimum wage be

maintained at current levels until conditions have

stabilised and the level of financial risk for

agricultural businesses has decreased.

Commission chose to leave the

prior minimum wage unchanged,

adjusting it two years after their

2008 review by approximately 4.8%

in mid-2010.
 

The impact of COVID-19 on the

world of work, in our judgement,

will lead to declining revenues and  

.../14
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as a consequence, profitability and enterprise

value.
 

In the context of past experience and uncertainty

in relation to the economic impact of COVID-19,

and the fact that many rural and other

communities suffered loss during the drought and

bushfires, an adjustment to the national minimum

wage at the current time in our judgement would

not be appropriate.
 

Should the expert panel in having regard to all

submissions, including those that represent

employees in the workforce, reach a conclusion

that the minimum wage should be increased

having regard to the key economic factors which

traditionally drive their decision and are set out in

the Act, in our view their recommendation flowing

on to modern awards should be capped at the

hourly increase established for the minimum wage

and not applied as a percentage increase to the

current modern award wage rates in respect of

the 2020 decision. 
 

We note that recent initiatives of the Federal

Government include financial support ($130

billion) for those who have lost their job as well

as support to SME’s and not-for-profits to

encourage their continued retention of employees

and their business operations. Banks are also

offering SMEs deferral on loan repayments and

landlord asset managers similar support in an

environment of low interest compared to prior

years.

2020 Minimum Wage Decision (Cont'd)
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E g a n  A s s o c i a t e s '  V i e w  ( C o n t ' d )
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COVID-19, The Economy, Unemployment
and Government Initiatives

P A G E  1 5

The continuing employment and pay impact of

COVID-19 on the world of business and in

particular, employees across all sectors though

generally excluding the public sector has been

profound with governments mandating changes to

the manner in which the workforce is deployed

(including person-to-person distancing initiatives)

and in many cases either substantially

constraining or temporarily discontinuing

“business as usual”.  
 

The impact of COVID-19 on the airline, tourism,

travel, hospitality, media, sport and discretionary

retail sectors is dramatic.
 

Discretionary retail outlets in all towns and cities

across the nation have shifted to become

customer-free zones.   This has caused a

particularly long period of hardship for retail in

many regional areas across the country which

were still reeling from the impact of bushfires

over the summer period prior to the emergence of

COVID-19. 
 

The pandemic’s social distancing requirements

are also having a direct impact in the education

sector, highlighting the under-preparedness of

many households, institutions and organisations

to step up to the technological fundamentals

essential to enable employees and students to

work from home as circumstances now demand.
 

The share market gains of the early part of the

first quarter of 2020 saw a number of positive

features including the securities market in the

first two months.  However, these

gains have been severely impacted

by COVID-19.  
 

While employment showed signs of

growth at the beginning of the

quarter, it is highly probable that

.../16
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COVID-19, The Economy, Unemployment and Government
Initiatives (Cont'd)
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by the end of the second quarter the

unemployment rate will have reached ten percent

or approximately twice the February rate.
 

We understand that many economists are talking

about a significant decline in the June quarter

GDP on a global footing.   This, of course, is

subject to the uncertainty associated with the

containment of COVID-19 and the management of

the health system and those affected over the

coming months.
 

We note in recent releases that banks have

predicted the unemployment rate would jump to

between 11% and 12% over the coming three

months with the economy headed for its most

significant short-term contraction on record. A

recent SMH article (23 March 2020) suggested

that “more than 2 million Australians could be out

of work…", and on 26 March another article

postulated a future 15% unemployment rate. The

Bankwest Curtin Economics Centre predicted

11.1% as early as August increasing to 12.7% in

May 2021 the highest rate since unemployment

reporting in 1978.
 

These predictions which an increasing proportion

of the population are becoming aware through

personal experience have led to a circumstance

where consumer confidence is at levels not

experienced since the last recession in the

1990/1991 years.   
 

Westpac’s Chief Economist, Bill Evans, was

reported as indicating that the economy was likely

to shrink by 3.5% or about $16

billion through the same period,

reflecting that it would represent

the worst performance since the

Australian Bureau of Statistics

published quarterly GDP

measurements in 1959.
 

Other bank economists concurred

while also revealing a high degree

of variability in credit card

expenditure, with spending on food

significantly up on the same period

last year, together with medical

care and health expenses.

 

.../17
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COVID-19, The Economy, Unemployment and Government
Initiatives (Cont'd)
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Notwithstanding, most of the financial sectors’

economists are of the view that household

consumption will decline, arising substantially

from the social distancing regulation which the

government has imposed.
 

As a consequence of Federal Government

initiatives its 2020 financial year budget, instead

of achieving its originally foreshadowed $5 billion

surplus could record a $90 billion deficit before

blowing out to $160 billion in the 2021 financial

year.
 

Overlaying the obvious industry challenges is

government policy, on the one hand endeavouring

to curtail commercial activity while concurrently

providing money for significantly affected

industry sectors, small business and the

unemployed, with the Reserve Bank also

contributing support for the provision of low

interest rate loans, some capable of forgiveness

and others embracing long-tailed deferral of debt

in order to keep the economy operating.
 

The duration of a number of these initiatives will

be strongly influenced by the duration and extent

of the pandemic and the time it takes industry to

create profitable economic activity and fill the

supply chain to support the domestic community’s

needs and export opportunities.
 

At the time of preparing this report, reflective of

the impact of the global pandemic are the

decisions made by our two leading airlines –

Qantas ,  which have suspended international 

flights and reduced domestic

flights by 60%, standing down

20,000 of their 30,000 staff.

 

Virgin ,  just prior to announcing

their entering into voluntary

administration on 21 April, had

cancelled all international flights

and 90% of domestic flights had

stood down 8,000 workers with

more than 1,000 of those workers

losing their jobs permanently.   The

CEO also revealed that all pilots at

its budget arm, Tiger Air, would be

made redundant as part of the

layoffs.
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Flight Centre, a key success story in the travel

sector, has stood down 6,000 of its sales and

support staff globally. We understand that a

proportion of this group will be made redundant.

In Australia we understand that around 3,800 of

these staff will temporarily stand down.   We

understand that Flight Centre are likely to also

close up to one hundred of their underperforming

stores and most recently cancelled their interim

dividend to save around $40 million. In a related

context we also note that it was recently

announced that Helloworld Travel will be

terminating 275 people across its global network

and standing down another 1,300 employees.
 

We note in mid-April that Crown Resorts had

stood down 11,500 employees and given

permanent workers two weeks’ pay and casual

workers a $1,000 lump sum with all employees

able to access leave entitlements.
 

At the same time, Crown revealed a very strong

balance sheet and a commitment to continue with

the construction of Crown Sydney at Barangaroo.

The company also announced that Directors and

senior management would take a 20% cut in their

fixed remuneration and fees through until 30 June

2020.
 

Another sector illustration is Star Entertainment

which have stood down the vast majority of its

8,000 plus workforce (90% of staff) following the

closure of its food, beverage, conferencing and

gaming facilities across their Sydney, Gold Coast

and Brisbane venues.  We understand that staff 

will be provided with two weeks of

paid “pandemic leave” and

employees will be able to access

any accrued annual leave and long

service leave entitlements.
 

We note that the Board and senior

managers of Star Entertainment

will also forego a proportion of

their fees and salaries. 
 

Remaining in the hospitality and

accommodation sector ,  with the

significant decline in tourism

internationally and domestically,

hotels are also experiencing a 
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significant decline in revenue with many

foreshadowed guests cancelling their bookings.
 

We note that the Chief Executive of Tourism

Accommodation Australia has indicated that with

Australia’s international borders effectively

closed, the sector would lose more than nine

million guests a year which will be further added

to by recent government announcements

curtailing domestic travel. 
 

We understand that the hotels sector has called

on the Federal Government for a relief package

and has indicated that over 300,000 jobs are at

risk. We also note that a number of hotels are

providing temporary accommodation to travellers

quarantined and other disadvantaged citizens as a

result of the pandemic.
 

In the field of sport we note that the A League,

Rugby Australia, AFL and NRL players will be

asked to take a significant pay cut to ensure the

survival of their sport as a result of the pandemic.

We further note that Rugby Australia will stand

down 75% of its staff for a three-month period

from the beginning of April.
 

In any event, in the current circumstances, both

NRL and AFL players will experience a significant

loss of income over the balance of the scheduled

playing season. We also note that Cricket

Australia staff and players will be also take a pay

cut. We understand that motor sport is also

affected on a global footing and that the 2020

Olympic Games have been deferred until 2021.

In the Media sector we note a

recent report that Seven West

Media has advised staff earning

between $80,000 and $200,000

annually that their work week

would be reduced to four days

along with a 20% pay cut until June

30. Management earning above

$200,000 would also face a similar

pay cut though not reduced hours.

Reduced pay was also announced

by News Corp and Southern Cross

Austereo.
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In the real estate and building sector ,  the

developer, Mirvac ,  and the shopping centre

landlord Scentre Group ,  both announced that their

Boards and senior executives would reduce their

salaries by 20% in response to the COVID-19

crisis.  
 

In the retail sector ,  we also note that Premier

Investments ,  whose key brands include Smiggle,

Peter Alexander, JayJays, Just Jeans and

Portman’s, has temporarily closed a significant

number of their retail outlets until late April,

standing down more than 9,000 staff worldwide.

They have also indicated to their landlords they

would not be paying rent during the shutdown.
 

In their announcement, Premier Investments also

revealed that they would stand down their entire

executive team who will work from home during a

period for either no pay or for reduced leave

entitlements.
 

At the time of preparing this article, Myer have

announced that it will close sixty stores for at

least one month and stand down 10,000 staff

during a shutdown it expects will last at least until

27 April 2020.
 

When announcing store closures Myer revealed

that retained business-critical roles will work on a

reduced salary (80%).  They further revealed that

Myer Executives, including the Chief Executive

Officer, will not be paid during the closure period.
 

Myer revealed that as team members will not be

working, they will not be paid during this period of 

imposed closure, though reveal

that full-time and part-time

members have greater flexibility to

access their annual leave and long

service leave entitlements in

addition to government assistance

measures.
 

Also in the retail sector, we note

that Lovisa will close the majority

of its 400 stores across the globe

and stand down its entire retail

workforce.
 

We equally note that Accent Group ,

whose brands include Athlete’s

Foot and Platypus ,  will shut its
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doors and stand down around 5,000 staff for four
weeks.
 
We note that the Retail Apparel Group ,  which
owns brands such as Tarocash, YD and Connor
will also close over 500 stores at the close of
business on 27 March, standing down 3,000
employees.
 

Other retailers announcing shutdowns or
significant curtailment of their operations include
General Pants (150 stores), Michael Hill
Jewellers (165 Australian locations), Mosaic
Brands (1,400 stores), Cue Clothing and Veronica
Maine ,  Adairs (160 stores and 2,000 staff) and
Kathmandu. 
 

On a positive note, we came across a service from
Appellon.   Self Connect represents an eight-week
online course which will give individuals the tools
to manage and control how they are feeling and
reacting to what is happening around them.  
 

On a further positive note we understand that the
major food retailers and distributors are
increasing their employee numbers in order to
meet the increased demand for many consumer
staples.
 

In the education sector State governments, with
Federal support are recommending school
closures. We also observed in parallel that the
Early Learning and Care Council of Australia
revealed an expected mass closure of childcare
centres as unemployed parents are unable to pay
fees.  We note, subsequent to these observations,
that the Prime Minister announced a free
childcare program for Australian parents during
the COVID-19 crisis.

We understand that the government
have established a $1.6 billion
temporary package which would not
be means tested and would replace
the current childcare funding platform
for the duration of the pandemic.
 

The outcome of this initiative will be
that parents will receive free
childcare.     Government sources
revealed that 60% of a childcare
centre’s costs were wages and the
JobKeeper subsidy will support the
sector to the tune of over $1 billion.
We further understand that the
government will work with one or
more private providers where income
may exceed $1 billion in order to
ensure universal application of the
offer to parents who remain
employed.                                     .../22
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We also note that the Federal Minister for Health,

Greg Hunt, recently announced a deal to integrate

private hospitals with the public health system,

adding 34,000 beds and guaranteeing the viability

of the private sector that was clearly under strain

after non-urgent elective surgeries were banned.

We further note that State governments are

intimately involved in negotiations with the private

hospital sector as health is operationally under

the direction of State governments. 
 

Under the Job Keeper construct every unemployed

person will receive $1,500 a fortnight, that

includes casuals that have been working for 12

months and may only be earning $300, $400, $500

a week so they receive more than they were paid

when they were working.   The complications with

implementing inequitable Job Keeper payments

were not resolved at the time writing this article

where record keeping and the power to make

determinations was under the stewardship of the

Commissioner of Taxation.
 

A comprehensive summary of this initiative is

provided by Harmer’s Workplace Lawyers and

MinterEllison in their recent articles, JobKeeper

Amendments to the Fair Work Act and COVID-19

Guide to the Federal, State and Territory Support

Packages for Business respectively.
 

We also observe sole traders and small

businesses who are being impacted as a result of

COVID-19 will be supported by the Federal

Government’s Job Seekers’ New Start Allowance

which would be doubled and made available to 

casuals and sole traders with both

the assets test and waiting period

waived.
 

We also noted that sole traders

would be able to access $10,000

of their superannuation this

financial year and another $10,000

next financial year tax free if their

turnover decreased by a minimum

of 20%.
 

Under the SME Guarantee Scheme ,

businesses can gain access to

working capital where the

government will guarantee 50% of

new loans issued by approved

lenders.                                   .../23
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We understand that the federal government have

decided to freeze wage increases for APS

Employees for the next six months (April to

October 2020).   We understand that the

Community and Public Sector Union has not been

supportive of this initiative, commenting that the

wage increase for federal public servants is only

0.058% of the government’s budget.
 

We observed that in early April, the Fair Work

Commission announced its intention to vary more

than one hundred modern Awards to insert new

provisions in response to the COVID-19 pandemic,

as outlined by Gilbert+Tobin in their recent article.
 

We note that the International Monetary Fund

(“IMF”) has warned with unemployment to remain

high for at least two or more years in the wake of

the pandemic, that the Australian economy will

contract by 6.7% in the 2020 calendar year or

almost $130 billion.
 

The IMF state that it would be the single largest

hit since 1930 when the economy is estimated to

have contracted by 9.5%. Notwithstanding, the

IMF indicated that the economy will grow by 6.1%

in the 2021 calendar year.
 

The IMF’s forecasts for Australia, New Zealand,

the US and the UK in relation to GDP and

unemployment are set out in the Table 1 on page

24.
 

The Australian Treasury’s modelling has revealed

that Australia’s unemployment rate is likely to

peak at 10% in the June quarter, though believe

that its JobKeeper program will

contribute to both containing and

reducing that level of

unemployment over the balance of

the 2020 year. Australia’s

unemployment rate increased

marginally to 5.2% in March,

clearly not reflecting the impact of

many employers’ response.
 

The ABS revealed that 20,300

people lost work in the month to

mid March compared to

economists’ expectations of an

unemployment level at the end of

March of 5.4%. Unemployment

levels varied by State  - see Table

2 on page 24.                         .../24
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The ABS’s statistics reveal that since March 2019

full time employment had increased by 91,700 and

part time employment by 136,000.
 

While the data reveals only a modest impact of

the pandemic, April data revealed significantly

higher levels of unemployment and

underemployment.
 

Advertisers revealed a significant decline in job

advertisements over the quarter by March end.
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Table 1 - IMF Forecasts - GDP and
Underemployment

Table 2 - Unemployment
by State
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Following the March disclosures the ABS revealed

in the week commencing April 20 based on ATO

data   that around 780,000 jobs were lost (6% of

the workforce) after the introduction of social

distancing laws (March 14 to April 4). The

greatest decline in employment was in the

accommodation, food services, arts and

recreation sectors.   In commenting on the loss of

jobs the Governor of the Reserve Bank revealed

that the Australian economy could shrink by 10%

in the first six months of 2020.
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Sector forecasts in a variable-speed economy will

influence decisions at a micro level as companies

endeavour to manage their capacity to pay, their

future prospects and the criticality of retaining

their experienced and capable workforce.
 

In exercising a broadly-based judgement it would

be appropriate for employers to apply a number of

separate lenses as they consider any annual

adjustment for staff and the broader management

group across their organisation.   The relevant

factors continue to include the following.

Company Remuneration Reviews, which will be progressively

undertaken over the balance of the 2020 calendar year, will be

influenced by the factors below, but equally framed in the context

of variable sector prosperity and forecast growth/decline.

T h e  B u s i n e s s  S e t t i n g

economic setting and workforce planning;·        

business’ plans and challenges; ·        

legislative/government policy settings;·        

criticality of retention, recruitment and

succession planning; ·        

comparative market positioning of key staff’s

current fixed remuneration; and

organisation performance and near-term

growth/profitability expectations.

.../26
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C r i t i c a l i t y  o f  R e t e n t i o n ,  R e c r u i t m e n t ,
S u c c e s s i o n  P l a n n i n g

ease or difficulty in attracting/retaining

qualified staff

existing staff turnover/layoffs

new hires

re-alignment of role accountabilities and

capability requirements           

Market supply and demand:

Internal pay anomalies:

The above issues clearly represent reference

points as organisations address the key elements

in senior staff reward and where to place the

emphasis in retaining talent and being able to

attract talent for their operations in the year

ahead.
 

At the time of preparing the 2020 foundation for

annual reviews ,  enterprises of varying scale with

different profiles, be they regional, national,

international or global, will need to address a

number of critical employment issues and

workplace challenges.
 

These include those arising from COVID-19; the

impact of environmental challenges including

drought, bushfires, floods, and other natural

disasters; workplace challenges including the

ability to secure employees with contemporary

skills and capabilities to meet the changing

demands with the increasing growth of artificial

intelligence, technology including robotics;   global

competition and the imposition of new global

trade negotiations and currency instability.
 

.../27
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Currently, while a significant proportion of the

foreshadowed government support for those

affected by drought, floods and bushfires have

not been comprehensively addressed, the impact

of COVID-19 has been dramatic and has led to

recent announcements by the Federal

Government that it will defer its budget review

until the fourth quarter of the current calendar

year while supporting business and the

underemployed workforce.
 

In addition to their support for employers and

employees and the health sector more broadly

arising from the COVID-19 pandemic, governments

remain under pressure to attend to the

environmental issues mentioned above and to

apply similar pressure to insurers to remain

proactive and fully engaged in supporting the

affected communities who have suffered

significant loss.

R e d u c e d  P a y  L e v e l s

With the significant and dramatic impact of

COVID-19 on a number of industries, we have

observed that several companies have taken the

initiative of reducing prevailing levels of

management pay in recognition of the significant

cost constraints impacting their industry.
 

Many employees have been stood down, though

have had the benefit under negotiation of

receiving full pay during the initial period of

uncertainty by drawing on unused annual leave

and other leave benefits including long service

leave.                                                               .../28
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S h a r i n g  t h e  P a i n

What pay forfeiture are Federal, State and Local

government employees facing as private sector

employees lose their jobs or accept pay cuts?

Should social distancing also be mandatory in the

public sector? We note that public servants have

recently been allowed to work from home.  Should

all government employees be “protected species”

or only those in hospitals and the healthcare

sector?
 

The rate of policy variation and relief and stimulus

packages across the nation at State and Federal

government levels clearly reveals that current

challenges will be progressively addressed as the

virus either extends or plateaus and impacts on

different urban and rural communities.
 

We note that New Zealand ’s Prime Minister and

the country’s Ministers and Chief Executives

within the public service will take a 20% pay cut in

response to the pandemic and the impact it is

having on global economies. The pay cut will be

for six months.
 

Since the ASX peaked on 20 February 2020, a

number of market sectors have experienced

significant declines in their market value,

including telecommunications, resources and

materials, real estate and property trusts,

consumer discretionary including tourism, leisure

and retail, financials, information technology and

industrials whereas more defensive stocks have

performed better, including consumer staples,

healthcare, utilities, and energy.                     .../29
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I n t e g r i t y  o f  R e w a r d

In the current governance setting, though

independent of COVID-19 and emerging primarily

from the Hayne Royal Commission we have

observed a number of initiatives taken by leading

organisations in addressing criticism of reward

practices in the financial services sector.
 

APRA has established guidelines in relation to the

integrity of reward at all levels across the sector,

and ASIC have reviewed the integrity, governance

and risk protocols of many corporate entities

whose practices fell short of community

expectations.
 

Other challenges which are also being managed in

the current environment and which have become

publicly disclosed in respect of a number of

entrepreneurial enterprises and major

corporations is the underpayment of staff and

making good on those arrangements.
 

In addressing 2020 mid-year reviews for their

organisation's leadership and the two to three

tiers below, Boards may well be placed in a

situation of having to consider current levels of

fixed remuneration in light of dramatically

changed revenues and enterprise value as

reflected by declining share prices and

profitability. These circumstances will have an

impact on an organisation's capacity to pay

bonuses and settle awards associated with the

provision of equity-based long-term incentives at

prices which represent a substantial discount to

the average price paid by shareholders.         .../30
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A n n u a l  I n c e n t i v e  P l a n s

Where annual incentives which were paid in

respect of the 2019 financial year for companies

which may have ended in the first quarter, 30

June, at the end of the third quarter (such as a

number of the banks) or at the end of the calendar

year, they would have been awarded an annual

incentive on the basis of their accomplishments

and in many instances for the KMP a proportion

would have been deferred. 
 

Of those plans, probably half are deferring cash

and half are deferring equity.
 

Where they are deferring cash, there will be no

loss of entitlement or benefit albeit they might be

deferred in two tranches - a proportion after 12

months and a proportion after 24 months.
 

Where they are deferred in equity – they might

have been deferred when a share was $3.00 and

when they vest the share price might be $2.00 –

hence there will be alignment with the

circumstances which shareholders face, though

represent a 33% loss in the award value.
 

Where the deferral hasn’t resulted in the

acquisition of a share or a right to a share, the

deferred cash entitlement will equal the STI award

value.
 

Should an incentive be paid in respect of the 2020

financial year with similar deferral protocols, then

it is highly probable for those incentives arising in

financial years ending up to 30

June that equity would be issued

at a 20% to 30% discount to that

which prevailed at the

commencement of the 2020

financial year.
 

It’s also highly probable given the

impact of COVID-19 that revenue

and profit objectives will not have

been met, though Boards may form

the view that senior management

in their organisation have achieved

a significant outcome relative to

their industry peers despite 

pressures, have kept their

workforce employed, have adopted

innovative programs and solutions,
 

.../31
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brought forward new products which have enabled

them to prosper but not achieve what was set as

financial objectives in May / June 2019.
 

This would represent a significant challenge for

many companies and many Boards and also lead

to a circumstance where it is highly probable that

incentives for KMPs will either not be paid or be

substantially below target or expectations.
 

With KMPs it is not unusual for a cash-based

target annual incentive to have a value equivalent

to between 25% and 60% of their annual salary. If

that is not paid it leads to an outcome where

earnings of senior management will be reduced.
 

Operating in parallel with this circumstance will

be the fact that many organisations will have

asked management to take a 20% or greater cut in

their fixed remuneration. 
 

At the time of preparing the policy settings for the

2021 financial year, Boards will also be

addressing what performance conditions would

justify incentives in the third quarter of the 2021

calendar year when the results of the next

financial year are disclosed.
 

Will annual incentives be paid for achieving

improvement on the 2020 financial year result? 

Or will parameters be established on the basis of

expected performance over the triennium 2020

through to 2022? 

 

In parallel will be questions in relation to the KPIs

which might be established  for a 2021 financial

year and their relative weightings:

Should new KPIs include

recovery from the impact of the

pandemic?  

Is it probable that weighting of

recovery KPIs might double the

earlier weighting attributable to

strategic and operational

objectives in the current

financial year?

Should KPIs for annual incentive

programs be customised to the

time or retain the structure that

has been agreed and approved

over many prior years? 

Will the pandemic lead to a re-

weighting of traditional KPIs?
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Among organisations where 80% or more of any

annual incentive has been predicated on

financial results and a modest proportion to

individual KPIs, should those weightings be

modified in circumstances reflective of the

likely challenges organisations will face in a

global economy and a national economy in the

2021 financial year?

In listed public companies and in privately held

companies where owners will not receive

rewards that they might have anticipated,

should Boards also consider circumstances

facing shareholders when determining

appropriate total rewards for management?

ensuring that reward levels will

retain and attract appropriate

talent and reward highly effective

performance?
 

This is a challenge not faced by

the majority of today’s ASX 300

Board members, though it is real in

the minds of shareholders who,

during periods of significant share

price growth and prosperity and

particularly international develop-

ment, while not necessarily

supportive of the rapid escalation

in fixed remuneration, have been

supportive of total shareholder

returns being the foundation for

rewarding executives.

.../33

L o n g - T e r m  I n c e n t i v e  P l a n s

How will organisations choose to allocate

entitlements under long-term incentive plans for

the executive team?   Will they issue performance

rights or options on the basis of prevailing share

prices at the time of the results’ announcement

for the 2020 financial year?
 

Will they adjust the incentive value in an

environment where shares are at a 20% discount

to what was achieved in February 2020?
 

Will they use relative total shareholder return as a

modifier and universally embrace earnings as the

principal performance criteria?
 

How will they manage rewarding their leadership

team three years hence following a period of

dramatic change and foreshadowed uncertainty, 
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New questions which will arise in the period

immediately ahead will constitute what represents

appropriate reward in the context of significantly

diminished enterprise values, what represents fair

reward to executives under long-term incentive

plans where their companies may, in relative

terms, have outperformed others in an industry

index or in the ASX 200 or small cap market, but

led to a circumstance where shareholders have

suffered a 20% or 30% loss in the value of their

investment.
 

What, if any, considerations are Boards giving to

the setting of fixed remuneration levels when

replacing CEOs and other KMP in circumstances

where the company's enterprise value is

substantially reduced from that upon which

reward levels were established in prior years?
 

In this context, has enterprise value diminished as

a measure of work value and the challenges faced

by leadership groups in managing through the

triennium ahead?
 

These are not questions which will be front of

mind in the Fair Work Commission and

submissions made to the Commission, but are

very important questions to be addressed by

Directors and their advisors.
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